Year 4 Autumn, Geography and History

Legends
(Earthquakes and Ancient Greece)

Working towards ...sharing myths in an assembly

Essential skills
Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)
Previously, Chn have …
• Studied types of materials and their properties (Y2 science)
• Mapped UK countries and continents of the world.
• Used artefacts to learn about the past (Toys Y1 history)
• Learnt about ancient Egyptians (Y3) history
They have learnt about…
• Farming and land use in the UK (Y2 geography/science)
• Rocks (formation and types) Y3 Science

Geography Links

Earthquakes
• Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied
• Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure
grid references, symbols and key (including the use of
Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the
United Kingdom and the wider world
• Describe and understand key aspects of: physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation
belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes,

•
•
•

Linked texts
Greek myths (Usbourne Greek Myths for Children)
Poems about monsters (Jabberwocky)
Instructional texts (How to make a ancient Greek…)

This time Chn will …
• Use evidence to ask questions and find answers
to questions about the past.
• Suggest suitable sources of evidence for historical enquiries.
• Use more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in order to gain a more accurate understanding of history.
• Describe different accounts of a historical
event, explaining some of the reasons why the accounts may differ.
• Suggest causes and consequences of some of the main
events and changes in history.
• Use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate
• Use literacy, numeracy and computing skills to a good
standard in order to communicate information about the
past.

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded
General historical: dates, era, change, chronology, civilizations, ancient, historical sources and time period.
Primary and secondary sources of evidence.
General geographical: , mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil,
valley, season and weather, city, town and village,
Locational and directional language: North, North-East,
North-West, South, South– East, South-West East and
West
Earthquakes: Tectonic plates, friction, layers , Earth’s
crust

Key content
Ancient Greece—a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world
•
Mapping—locate Greece, Athens, Troy, Crete, Sparta on maps.
•
Chronology -Place time periods on a historical timeline seeing the link between timeline of Egyptians/Romans/
Greeks
•
Beliefs—Explore where the idea of democracy came from. Use sources of information to find out about cultural aspects of ancient Greek life i.e. the Olympics, marathons; Greek Gods and beliefs; fashion and food.
•
Explore ancient Greek art and architecture. Explore Greek myths including the legend of Troy
•
Evidence – Structures still standing today (Parthenon, Old Temple of Athena)
•
Legacy—Explore the impact on modern day subjects and language development. Inventions (water mills, steam engines and maps)
Earthquakes -Using Pompeii as a case study,
•
Learn about the structure of earthquakes
•
Explore on maps where they are located around the world, learning about tectonic plates
•
Explore how structures are now built to withstand earthquakes
•
Consider both natural and human made disasters
•
Make connections to ancient Greek beliefs of underworld and what they believed caused earthquakes.

